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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: To say data is revolutionising the medical sector would be a vast understatement. The amount of medical data
available today is unprecedented and has the potential to enable to date unseen forms of healthcare. To process this huge amount
of data, an equally huge amount of computing power is required, which cannot be provided by regular desktop computers. These
areas can be (and already are) supported by High-Performance-Computing (HPC), High-Performance Data Analytics (HPDA),
and AI (together “HPC+”).
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OBJECTIVE: This overview article aims to show state-of-the-art examples of studies supported by the National Competence
Centres (NCCs) in HPC+ within the EuroCC project, employing HPC, HPDA and AI for medical applications.
METHOD: The included studies on different applications of HPC in the medical sector were sourced from the National
Competence Centres in HPC and compiled into an overview article. Methods include the application of HPC+ for medical
image processing, high-performance medical and pharmaceutical data analytics, an application for pediatric dosimetry, and a
cloud-based HPC platform to support systemic pulmonary shunting procedures.
RESULTS: This article showcases state-of-the-art applications and large-scale data analytics in the medical sector employing
HPC+ within surgery, medical image processing in diagnostics, nutritional support of patients in hospitals, treating congenital
heart diseases in children, and within basic research.
CONCLUSION: HPC+ support scientific fields from research to industrial applications in the medical area, enabling researchers
to run faster and more complex calculations, simulations and data analyses for the direct benefit of patients, doctors, clinicians
and as an accelerator for medical research.

Keywords: Computer simulation, computational modeling, data analysis, AI (artificial intelligence), medicine, therapeutics,
diagnosis

1. Introduction

“Data is the unifying force driving our predictions for 2025; enabling more proactive, preventative,
personalised and participatory care, changing care delivery models, and revolutionising the discovery of
new medical interventions, whether drugs or devices or services.” – That’s what Deloitte concludes in its
extensive report in 2020, titled “Predicting the future of healthcare and life sciences in 2025” [1].

However, to say data is revolutionising the medical sector would be a vast understatement. Wearables
are collecting individual health related data, digital twins enable virtual testing of treatments, algorithms
help with diagnostics, and these are just three among at least thousands of application possibilities. The
amount of medical data available today is unprecedented and has the potential to enable totally new forms
of healthcare.

This potential is where we come to High-Performance Computing (HPC), also known as supercomput-
ing. To process this huge amount of data and tame it, an equally huge amount of computing power is
required, which cannot be provided by regular desktop computers. Although HPC has been around since
the 1960s, it is still relatively new to clinical research and practice. Supercomputing supports scientific
fields from research to industrial applications, enabling researchers to run calculations and data analyses
that would take years on desktop computers.

As diverse as the European Countries are, as diverse are their skills and applications when it comes to
Supercomputing. To level the playing field and strengthen HPC in Europe, the EuroHPC Joint Undertak-
ing, a legal and funding entity, with both public (European Union and Member States and Associated
Countries) and private members, has funded the EuroCC project [35] in 2020, which establishes National
Competence Centres for High Performance Computing in every participating country. These National
Competence Centres (NCCs) consist of universities, research institutes and supercomputing centres with
decades of experience in every field, more recently also including healthcare. The EuroCC project will
continue to provide support and act as an information hub for all HPC+ users in the vast European
network under the name EuroCC 2 starting in 2023.

HPC+ skills and know-how will become increasingly specialized for the health and medical sector,
with HPC medical solution experts becoming available to bridge the gap between technical skills and
both medical and health expertise. The knowledge is to be bundled both in the NCCs as a large European
network but also other entities, initiatives and projects operating on a national or local level, such as, for
instance, the recently established Medical Solution Center [37] or within the Computational Immediate
Response Center for Emergencies (CIRCE) [38], a project bridging the gap between HPC and public
administration in Germany for urgent or emergency computing. One of CIRCE’s most important use
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cases concerns the regular provision of large-scale simulations of ICU occupancy and demand across
Germany, which emerged from a collaboration between a public actor (the Federal Institute for Population
Research (BiB)) and the High-Performance Computing Center in Stuttgart (HLRS) in the fight against
the COVID-19 pandemic [39].

In the following sections, different use cases of supercomputing in medicine are each presented by
an NCC from the EuroCC project. From the important aspects of surgical pre-planning, to aortic valve
replacements, surgery is only one of the fields covered. Other examples include medical image processing
in diagnostics, nutritional support of patients in hospitals, treating congenital heart diseases in children,
and basic research. Moreover, the examples described here are just the beginning of what is yet to come.
As our world becomes more digital, so will healthcare. More data opens up new horizons when it comes
to AIassisted diagnostics and preventive care. Digital Twins will become a standard practice and help in
treatment as well as in development of new pharmaceutical drugs. Simulations of the spread of infectious
diseases will help manage future pandemics. Applications will equally affect physical, mental, and
environmental healthcare. Seeing how disruptive HPC has been in other fields, these applications will
only be a starting point.

Our first example from the National Competence Centre of the Czech Republic introduces medical
image processing, which can help to understand irregularities in the human body, and to detect and predict
diseases. We have developed a software concept that uses the computing power of a High-Performance
Computing cluster and provides a deep learning-based approach for specific tissue segmentation. It works
as a service using state-of-the-art algorithms to segment desired tissues automatically. It can also collect
the data after being validated by a professional and facilitates improvement of the segmentation quality
over time. The image data can be sent, and results received by a remote computer.

Highperformance computing is also omnipresent in Belgian life sciences and the medical field. It
is an important driver of innovation as illustrated here by two further exemplary use cases. The first
case presented by the NCC Belgium, concerns VIPUN Medical, a company that develops innovations
to feed critically ill and other vulnerable patients. Malnutrition is associated with increased morbidity
and mortality rates. To combat this problem, VIPUN Medical develops a software tool to automatically
quantify gastric motility from the measurement of intragastric pressure. An HPC expert was consulted to
develop an efficient signal analysis and to optimize the parametrization of the method. The second case
demonstrates the use and impact of HPC in pharmaceutics, as the dynamics of protein drug targets can be
studied in detail using molecular dynamics simulations. Both case studies show the importance of having
dedicated HPC staff and infrastructure.

Our third study presented by the NCC Switzerland, covers mechanical and biological aortic valve
prostheses. Such prostheses suffer from limited durability and biocompatibility. In part, this is related
to unphysiological turbulent blood flow patterns downstream of the valves. The onset and intensity of
this turbulent flow is directly related to the prosthesis design which has not undergone any major design
changes over the past decades. We use high-fidelity, GPU-accelerated solvers for fluid-structure interaction
(FSI) to study this flow system on GPU-based supercomputing systems at the Swiss Supercomputing
Center CSCS. We investigate the mechanisms of laminar-turbulent transition in valve prostheses and
explore new valve designs to reduce or to delay the onset of turbulence. Results indicate that even small
design changes may lead to significant reduction of turbulence.

Pediatric radiation dosimetry is of great interest in modern medicine, as children provide a higher risk of
developing cancer compared to adults, when exposed in equivalent radiation doses. The aim of our fourth
article, by the NCC Greece in collaboration with an experiment enabled by the FF4EuroHPC project [36],
is to present the innovative online application “PediDose” for internal dosimetry prediction, which acts as
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a decision support tool for clinicians, to estimate absorbed doses per organ, prior to a pediatric nuclear
medical procedure. Monte Carlo simulations were applied on a pediatric computational population to
create a realistic dosimetry database for 5 commonly used radiopharmaceuticals. This simulated database
was used as ground truth to develop an internal dosimetry prediction toolkit for nuclear medical pediatric
applications by exploiting Artificial Intelligence techniques. The “PediDose” software has been developed
with a user-friendly Graphical User Interface. The online application’s interface requires the input of
the patient’s physical characteristics (e.g., age, gender, weight, height) by the clinician and exports
predictions of the absorbed doses for 30 different organs of interest. Advanced computational techniques
were combined (MC simulations, Machine Learning, anthropomorphic phantoms) to predict internal
doses taking into consideration the patients’ specific anatomical characteristics. The developed models
are integrated in a novel dosimetry software, assisting clinicians towards personalized pediatric dosimetry.

The fifth and last study, a cloud-based HPC platform to support systemic pulmonary shunting procedures
application is presented by the NCC Italy in collaboration with an experiment enabled by the FF4EuroHPC
project [36]. The cloud-based HPC platform will use patient-specific computationally intensive models
running in a reliable and cost-efficient way on a cloud-based HPC environment. The experiment aims at
building up an affordable decision support web application that, thanks to the medical digital twin (MDT),
allows surgeons to approach the mBTS medical intervention at best. The tool generates the ROM of a
patient-specific vascular district in which the shunt implantation is geometrically parameterized. The ROM
generates pre-defined CFD results of different configurations of the vasculature with shunt implantation.
With a dedicated User Interface, the medical staff will be able to inspect the MDT of the patient in an
interactive way, to finalize the decisions on surgical intervention. The geometry implementation and
model setup is carried out with the adoption of the well-established commercial software provided thanks
to the cooperation with ANSYS.

Section 1. National Competence Centre Czech Republic: Medical image processing as a service

Petra Svobodova, Khyati Sethia and Petr Strakos
IT4Innovations, VSB – Technical University of Ostrava, Ostrava-Poruba, Czech Republic

Method
The visualised concept for remote automatic tissue segmentation consists of two main sections as

depicted in Fig. 1. The first part runs on site at a medical doctor’s office in a hospital, and the second part
operates at the supercomputing centre. The part based at the hospital is represented by a frontend that
mediates the interaction between the doctor and the data. An open-source 3D Slicer [2] was chosen to
provide this functionality and allow for the development of the required interconnection to a backend part.
The backend part provides the computational power of an HPC cluster and other necessary features. It
allows the training of deep learning models for automatic segmentation and model inference of incoming
image data as an AI-based annotation service. NVIDIA’s Clara Train SDK [3] was used to create the
backend part.

Only anonymised image data in the NIFTI format [4] and binary label masks are exchanged between the
hospital and the supercomputing centre. Additionally, all the connections are secured by secure encrypted
communication (SSH).
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Fig. 1. The main concept of the tool for medical image processing and analysis.

Conclusion
The created toolset offers medical doctors the possibility to establish or refine the patient’s diagnosis

from image data. When detailed data analysis such as image segmentation is required, e.g., to prepare a
patient for surgery, the process is lengthy and highly manual therefore supporting tools that enable the
efficient and accurate automation of this kind of radiological examination whose quality evolves with
each additional case are very valuable and in high demand.

Section 2. NCC Belgium: HPC support in innovative medtech

Pierre Beaujeana, Carl Menschb and Geert Jan Bexc

aLaboratory of Theoretical Chemistry, Namur Institute of Structured Matter, University of Namur, Namur,
Belgium
bDepartment of Mathematics, Faculty of Science, University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium
cData Science Institute, Hasselt University, Hasselt, Belgium

Belgium has strong roots in research and innovation. This is very clear in the life sciences industry,
with an exceptionally diverse and innovative biotech, medtech, pharma and healthcare industry. NCC
Belgium has several actions aimed at supporting this sector by providing expert services and state-of-the
art high performance computing infrastructure, illustrated by two interesting cases of a Flemish SME and
fundamental research in the Walloon region.

Development of an algorithm to automatically determine gastric motility from intragastric pres-
sure

Belgian life sciences industry is diverse; from young start-ups to multinationals. VIPUNTM Medical is
a privately-owned, KU Leuven university spin-off, located in Belgium that creates innovations to feed
critically ill and other vulnerable patients [5]. Nutritional support is widely accepted as an integral part of
patient care, when normal food intake is not possible. Adequate nutrition improves clinical outcomes,
while malnutrition is associated with increased morbidity and mortality rates [6,7].
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Several factors, such as feeding tube positioning problems or gastrointestinal intolerance, contribute to
the overall incidence of malnutrition which could be as high as 50% in Intensive Care Units. The VIPUN
Gastric Monitoring System aims to make it easy for medical staff to make a well-informed and faster
nutrition therapy decision thus reducing malnutrition and feeding-related complications. One aspect of
this assessment is the measurement of intragastric pressure, dictated by several non-related phenomena
such as breathing and abdominal pressure. Moreover the quantification of gastric contractility is difficult
as the stomach contractions are variable in duration and amplitude [9]. VIPUN Medical is developing a
software tool called the “VIPUN Motility Explorer” to automatically quantify gastric motility from the
measurement of intragastric pressure, assessed with an intragastric balloon [8]. To develop this software,
VIPUN Medical required expert support to process the clinical data, to develop an efficient signal analysis
and to computationally optimize the parametrization of the method. To this end, VIPUN Medical was
able to partner with the Flemish Supercomputing Center (VSC; partner of NCC Belgium) and PRACE.
An easy-to-use tool with advanced graphical user interaction features was developed in Python/Matplotlib
by the VSC that enables easy and fast manual scoring of existing pressure recordings from the clinical
studies. The output file of the VIPUN MI Recorder matches the proposed output of the VIPUN Motility
Explorer and as such it allows to iterate the settings of the VIPUN Motility Explorer to optimize the
VIPUN Motility Explorer output to the expert opinion.

Once a working methodology was programmed in the VIPUN Motility Explorer, the parametrisation
of that methodology had to be computationally optimized. The parametrization of the application was
based on the least square difference method, minimizing the difference between a reference output and
the target output (generated by the VIPUN Motility Explorer). Computational speed-up of the parameter
optimization was accomplished by the HPC expert by parallelizing the code with MPI, improving
performance by as much as 50%. This example clearly demonstrates the impact the support of HPC
staff can have for innovative SMEs which in this case was provided by the VSC [1], a consortium of the
Flemish universities in Belgium that provides supercomputer infrastructure and services to academia and
industry.

Using HPC to unravel the dynamic behaviour of hiDO1, a drug target for immunotherapy
The second use case is academic research that nevertheless has important applications in pharmaceutics.

Manon Mirgaux (University of Namur) studies the dynamic behavior of the human protein Indoleamine
2,3-dioxygenase 1 (hIDO1) [11]. This protein is involved in the thryptophane-kynuranine pathway and
when suractivated, immune escape is induced, increasing resistance to immune therapy [11]. Hence, a
better understanding of the dynamics of this protein may lead to the development of inhibitors that would
improve the success rate of immune therapy for, e.g., cancer.

The 3D structure of hIDO1 was determined using X-ray crystallography [11]. However, this only
provides static information, while a dynamic loop in this protein is involved in the substrate positioning,
and hence influences the response of hIDO1 to inhibitors. Using the crystallographic structure as a starting
point, molecular dynamics simulations were performed to study the motion of this dynamic loop during
substrate positioning.

These simulations of the dynamic behavior of hIDO1 were performed on the HPC infrastructure of
CECI [12], a consortium of the Walloon universities in Belgium to provide such infrastructure and related
services to their researchers. Manon Mirgaux stresses the importance of her interaction with the support
team of CECI to help her complete her simulations efficiently.

Both use cases illustrate that the support of the HPC staff of CECI and VSC is crucial for success.
Researchers are obviously specialists in their respective fields but require guidance on how to run their
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computations efficiently on HPC infrastructure. SMEs often lack the resources to invest in fine-tuning
algorithms so they can scale to larger data sets or more involved workflows. CECI and VSC are member
organizations of NCC Belgium [13].

Section 3. NCC Switzerland: Improved prosthesis design for aortic valve replacement with HPC

Lukas Dreschera, Andreas Finka, Nur A. Fadela and Dominik Obristb
aSwiss National Supercomputing Centre (CSCS), Lugano, Switzerland
bUniversity of Bern, Bern, Switzerland

Aortic valve replacement (AVR) is a commonly performed treatment for patients with moderate to
severe aortic stenosis which may lead to heart failure if left untreated. Despite its clinical success, AVR
still suffers from severe restrictions related to limited durability of valve prostheses and to blood trauma
caused by unphysiological blood flow through the prosthesis.

The design of the bi-leaflet mechanical heart valve (BMHV), which is one of most widely used heart
valve prostheses, reaches back to the 1970’s and submits patients to life-long anticoagulation therapy
because of its thrombogenicity. Valve prostheses made from biological tissue (biological heart valves,
BHV) were first implanted only a few years after the first BMHV. Although their introduction mostly
resolved the problem of valve thrombogenicity, they durability is limited (< 20 years) which restricts
their use mostly to older patients.

Under the light of these problems, it seems difficult to understand why the basic design of aortic valve
prostheses has barely seen any major design changes over the past decades. So far, development efforts
went mostly in improved chemical fixation of the prosthetic tissue to mitigate BHV calcification and in
catheter-based delivery systems to allow for minimally invasive implantation techniques, although there
is strong evidence that the quality blood flow through valve prostheses is an important factor in valve
performance, biocompatibility and durability. Therefore, we use high-performance computing (HPC) to
simulate blood flow for different valve designs aiming order to better understand the relation between
valve design and blood flow.

Reducing turbulence in bileaflet mechanical heart valves
BMHV are associated with vigorous turbulent blood flow. Next to increased viscous losses and

unphysiological wall shear stresses in the ascending aorta, turbulence may also lead to blood platelet
activation which is the first step toward valvular thrombus formation. To find ways to reduce turbulence
behind BMHV, we used high-fidelity blood flow simulations which resolved flow structures down to
50 µm. To this end, a high-performance Navier-Stokes solver was developed which used sixth-order
finite difference scheme for spatial discretization and a third-order multistep time integration scheme.
Investigations on a reduced two-dimensional computational model revealed the presence of a pocket of
absolute instability close to the leading edge of the valve leaflets. This result suggested that a changed
leaflet geometry could eliminate this instability [14].

Although we used a highly optimized flow solver which was designed for massively-parallel computing
using the message passing interface MPI [15], modifications of the leaflet design could not be tested
because the requirements on spatial resolution prohibited three-dimensional simulations even on large
supercomputing systems. Porting of compute-intensive kernels to GPUs [16] (using a Fortran-C-CUDA
interface to enable implementation in our legacy flow solver) and the replacement of the pressure Poisson
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solver (originally using distributed multigrid) by a GPU-accelerated Jacobi solver with successive over-
relaxation [17] yielded an implementation which was about 150 times faster than the original CPU-based
implementation. This allowed running a simulation with a three-dimensional model of a modified BMHV
design with approximately 337 million grid points which was arguably the largest simulation ever of
a heart valve. This simulation was completed on the Piz Daint system (Cray XC-40/50) at the Swiss
Supercomputing Centre CSCS in three days using 20 nodes (whereas the CPU-based implementation
would have taken 1.5 years to complete). The computational results confirmed that the modified leaflet
geometry significantly delayed the onset of turbulence behind the BMHV.

Laminar-turbulent transition in bioprosthetic heart valves
In contrast to BMHV, complex fluid-structure interaction (FSI) between blood flow and soft tissue gov-

erns the biomechanics of BHV, which creates additional computational challenges and further increases
the computational cost. We developed the high-performance FSI solver AV-FLOW [18] which uses an
immersed boundary scheme [19] to couple our high-order Navier-Stokes solver with a finite-element
solver for soft tissue mechanics using hyperelastic material models. The solver has been partially acceler-
ated for GPUs and employs a parallel library for efficient variational transfer operations between the fluid
grid and the structure mesh [20].

Simulations with a generic BHV model [21] exhibited transition from laminar to turbulent flow which
was governed by a FSI instability leading leaflet fluttering and shedding of vortex rings which rapidly
break down to turbulent flow. Based on these results, modifications of the leaflet material and the leaflet
geometry were tested with the aim to eliminate leaflet fluttering and to suppress or delay the laminar-
turbulent transition behind BHV. Whereas changes in the bulk material properties did not yield the desired
effect, modified leaflet designs with reduced belly curves were shown to stabilize the leaflet fluttering [22].

Where do we go from here?
HPC is an enabling technology for improving the design of heart valve prostheses. Although the

Reynolds number of valvular flow is moderate compared to classical technical applications (e.g., in
aerospace engineering) the computational cost of the simulations is high and efficient turn-around requires
the use of modern supercomputing platforms including GPUs.

The use of such accelerated codes allows us to go beyond classical forward simulations and to employ,
e.g., adjoint-based methods of automatic design optimization for heart valves [23] or data assimilation
to enhance clinical diagnostic imaging [25]. In particular, the second example presents an application
which can connect daily clinical work in a hospital to HPC. This was explored by the authors in the
HPC-PREDICT project in which a computational workflow for the analysis of blood flow in the ascending
aorta was developed. This end-to-end workflow includes elements for fast data acquisition with 4D-
Flow-MRI [24] automatic segmentation algorithms a Kalman filter for data assimilation of 4D-Flow-MRI
images [25], and a deep learning network for anomaly detection in the enhanced MRI data [26]. The
vision of HPC-PREDICT is to enable hospitals to improve their diagnostic imaging by providing fast,
high-resolution, low-noise and automatically annotated 4D-Flow-MRI images using HPC.

Clinical implementation of such a workflow presents challenges that still need to be addressed. This
includes the efficient data transfer between hospital and supercomputing center which respects regulatory
requirements and all aspects of data privacy. First steps were taken in this direction by establishing a data
store using an encrypted file system encfs and data version control DVC.

As modern imaging modalities yield more and more data (higher resolution, 4D imaging, functional
imaging), the need for efficient tools increases as the meaningful interpretation of this data is limited by
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Fig. 2. Functionality of PediDose backend.

the availability of trained personnel. This bottleneck could be resolved by HPC which can take over some
of these tasks in an efficient manner. It leads the way toward computer-augmented diagnostic data and
implants with optimized patient-specific designs to provide better diagnosis and treatment in the spirit of
personalized medicine.

Section 4. NCC Greece and FF4EuroHPC: PediDose: An innovative tool for personalised
pediatric dosimetry in nuclear medicine using advanced computational techniques

Panagiotis Papadimitroulasa, Vasileios Eleftheriadisa, Georgios Savvidisa, Valentina Panetaa, Ilias
Hatzakisb, Konstantinos Petropoulosc, Georgios Hompisc and Gregory Antonopoulosc

aBIOEMTECH, Athens, Greece
2GRNET, Athens, Greece
3iKnowHow, Athens, Greece

Introduction
Radiation dose calculations in humans from radiotracers have been a challenge to healthcare society for

more than 50 years. Exposure to ionizing radiation in children can cause radiation-induced complications
that may include cancer [27]. Current advances in computer science, i.e., high-performance computing
(HPC) and artificial intelligence (AI) allow for the development of precise medicine and personalization
of clinical protocols.

Materials and methods
PediDose utilizes: i) MC simulations using GATE MC toolkit [28], ii) a population of 28 pediatric

computational models [29] and iii) ensemble learning by combining predictions of ML regression models,
trained and evaluated on the simulated dataset with LOOCV [30]. The dosimetry calculations via MC
simulations have been based on the SADR method [31].

Results and conclusions
The platform has been built in a modular way, designed to separate the main application server

functionality from the model predictions. This design allows multiple instances to be active simultaneously
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Fig. 4. Workflow for MDT application development.

for the process heavy tasks and balances the load (i.e., model predictions) for performance improvement.
The provided functionality of the backend is demonstrated in Fig. 1. PediDose is developed as an online
tool with a graphical user interface (GUI). Figure 2 depicts the software implementation flow. Initially, the
clinician imports the specific characteristics of the patient, selects the appropriate radiopharmaceutical and
defines the injected activity according to the corresponding protocol. Consequently, the software provides
a prediction of the doses per organ that the patient is going to receive and finally, the absorbed doses, along
with the patient’s anatomical information can be exported in pdf format. The proposed methodology of
combining the predictive power of AI utilizing MC ground truth for dosimetry assessment, can be further
extended to other populations (adult, obese, pregnant) and medical applications (radioimmunotherapy),
where fast and personalized absorbed dose determination is critical.

Section 5. NCC Italy and FF4EuroHPC: Cloud-based HPC platform to support systemic
pulmonary shunting procedures

Emanuele Vignalia, Federica Galbiatib, Stefano Porzianic, Antonio Memmolod, Alessia Barettae, Claudio
Arlandinid, Marco Evangelos Biancolinic, Simona Celia and Emiliano Costab

aBioCardioLab, Fondazione Toscana G. Monasterio (FTGM), Massa, Italy
bRINA, Rome, Italy
cRBF Morph, Rome, Italy
dCINECA, Casalecchio di Reno, Italy
eInSilicoTrials, Trieste, Italy

Congenital heart diseases (CHDs) are the most common type of birth defects and the leading cause of
death in children with congenital malformations. The Modified Blalock Taussig Shunt (MBTS) is a widely
used surgical technique to restore the connection between systemic and pulmonary circulation in patients
with critical CHD [32]. The procedure is, however, associated with significant morbidity and mortality.
Surgical planning in terms of MBTS sizing and positioning is pivotal for the management of the disease.
In this context, an affordable decision support application was built to allow surgeons approaching the
MBTS medical intervention at best [33]. The application output is a high-fidelity medical digital twin
(MDT) of a patient-specific MBTS procedure, modelled starting from patient’s clinical images. The MDT
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Fig. 5. Example of interface for MDT of MBTS (a), computational times (b) and relative times percentages for the different
application stages (c) as a function of number of HPC nodes.

is obtained from a Reduced Order Model (ROM) that represents the Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) behaviour of the shunt (Fig. 1) [34]. Usage of HPC resources accelerates the time-demanding
ROM generation step allowing to obtain the MDT within a time scale compatible with clinical needs.

The MDT procedure foresaw a pre-processing, a computation and a post-processing stage. For the
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pre-processing stage, a 480 multi-slice CT dataset was segmented and the corresponding CAD model
of MBTS was generated. The model was meshed and a baseline CFD case was setup. RBF morphing
shape modifiers were introduced to allow for shunt modifications. The 12 shape modifiers were defined
according to clinical needs to cover all the relevant MBTS positions.

For the computing stage, a combination of 150 simulation cases was designed for the ROM population
by parametrizing the shape modifiers. As this stage is the most computationally onerous, different HPC
strategies were tested. A HPC cluster (2 x CPU Intel CascadeLake 8260, 48 cores, 2.4 GHz, 384 GB
RAM for each computing node) was adopted. To assess the HPC performances and allow for fast analysis
results, the computation was carried out both by using a single computing node and by using multiple
nodes in parallel (i.e. 3 and 5 nodes). For the post-processing stage, ROM consumption was carried
out from the generated scenarios. The resulting MDT was provided to clinical staff for evaluation and
computational times were analysed.

An example of the generated MDT interface is reported in Fig. 2a. The computing stage time as a
function of the number of HPC nodes is reported in Fig. 2b. Performing the computation on 5 HPC nodes
reduces this stage time down to 2.8 h. In this case, the MDT generation time, including the pre- and post-
processing stages, was ∼ 9 h, which is compatible with clinical time needs for MBTS planning. It is worth
noticing that usage of HPC resources drastically decreases the computational time percentage (Fig. 2c).
As a result, the pre- and post-processing phases are the actual procedure bottleneck. The application
demonstrates the successful development of a usable clinical tool for MBTS prediction/evaluation, that
can be provided within a clinical compatible timescale thanks to the adoption of HPC resources.
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